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ABSTRACT

In this paper, problems of transportation of nuclear spent
fuel to reprocessing plants are discussed. The solutions proposed
are directed towards the achievement of the transportation as
economic and safe as possible.

The increase of the nuclear power plants number in the USSR
and the great distances between these plants and reprocessing
plants involve an intensification of the spent fuel transportation.
Higher burnup and holdup time reduction cause the necessity of mo-
re bulky casks. In this connection, the spent fuel transportation
problem must be solved aa a whole, with due consideration of safe-
ty and economics requirements. One of the ways of the problem so-
lution is the development of rational, and cheap cask designs.
Also, the inforcement in the world of the invironmental and per-
sonnel health protection requires to increase the transportation
rel iabil i ty and safety.

The paper summarises:
- prospects of nuclear energetics development in the USSR

and other states-members of the Council of Economic Mutual Assis-
tance for 1976-1980;
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- compositions and Btructural features of some Soviet trans-
port packagings;

- expedient cooling times for spent fuel from thermal reac-
tor plants;

- ways of reducing expenses on spent fuel transportation;
- some methodical aspects or performing calculabions and

design of containers;
- testing and proofing of containers on test rigs.



In accordance with the main directions of Soviet national
economy drvelopicent for 1976-1980 ff in 19PO the total capacity of
nuclear nower plants must achieve the level of 13-15 thousand E&'.e,
Later on, the rotes of nutting into operation of new nuclear power
nlants Bust be accelerated*

The largest share of this capacity will covered by the
uower nlonts equipped ssith thermal reactors, end those with fast
reactors are conceived to be built after 19B5.

Unit capacities of the ncin tyoes of reactors wll amount to
Ifx C-15-'C ""kg in the neriod of 19^6-96* 3o»e characteristics of
fuels of existing and future water-water reactors nre riven in
table 1.

The construction of nuclear newer nlonte i s also planned in
other atateg-wewbem of the Council of Economic "'titual /.snlstance
(the Ruoalan abbreviation (jgg )» which will tronsnnrt anent fuel
fro» their reactors to the U-jSH for retsroceaolnp end regeneration.
The total capacity of nucleor power plants in those countries
ffiuat ccoiaidembly rif?e.

Hie growth of number of nuclear power plants n i l ! involve
a substantial intensification of fuel shlnipents and exnanslon of
the geographic region of these* 2he KQln kind of transport for
anent fuel shipncnt in the US3R will be railway transport as the
•tost economic one* One train can take out the discharged fuel froa
several reactors at a tine* In future » es well as at nmnent«
container-cars will be used as a weans of transport, in which
fuel containers are placed vertically or horizontally, depending
on the type of spent fuel.

I and II show railr/ny container-cars for shipment of
the snent fuel frov the power plants eouipped with reactors of
the types BB3PMHO (water-water 440 five power reactor) and

-10'JO (high-power boiling reactor of 1CCO HVe).



Since the track gauge in the USSR differs from that in other
states-members of the Council of Economic Mutual Assistance and
amounts to 1520 mm vs. 1435 mm, the container-cars for exporting
the spent fuel from those countries to the USSR are provided with
the pairs of wheels for both gauges. Replacement of the pairs of
wheels is carried out at a frontier railway station. The gabaritefc
of cars are correspondingly normalized too. Table 2 gives the
main gabarites and loads upon rails produced by the pairs of whe-
els of freight container-cars. The roof of the container-car has
extensible leaves for loading and unloading operations.

At present, within the C3B cooperation the elaboration is
undertaken of The specifications on spent fuel delivery by com-
bined transport and The shipment regulations.

A container is the main element of the transport packaging.
Now the USSR has adopted single-wall steel containers inwardly
lined with sheet stainless steel . The inner liner is provided
both for the vessel of the container and i ts cover. The outer eur4-
face of the container has some welded ribs, as well as special sup-
port elements, upon which the container is mounted in the car.

Problems are also analysed of spent fuel shipment by combine(
transport (road , water and railway means of transport), for example,
from the Kozloduy nuclear power plant in Bulgaria. Such combined
shipments require the creation of trans-shipping points to transfi
containers from one means of transport to another.

Pig.Ill shows a transport container for spent fuel from
BB3P -440 reactors.

Some characteristics of transport containers are given in
table 3. Such containers have inner containers which consist of
a steel cylindrical shell 1 (see fig. IV) furnished with a bottom
and transverse grids 2. The number of grids is accepted depending
on the overall dimensions of the inner container, i ts structural
features, and a number of assemblies which are placed in this con-
tainer. Holes in the grids and recesses in the bottom of the inner*
container secure a fixed, stable position of the cans in the con-
tainer during loading-unloading operations and transportation.

In the course of transportation of spent fuel frors nuclear
power plants to reprocessing plants in the USSR a tar tins: froa



the time of the first shipment and ending to-day, we have gained
some experience. All shipments and transport operations have been
carried out in accordance with the norms and regulations adopted
in the USSR and other states-members of the Council of Economic
Mutual Assistance, which regulate transport operations and are
formulated on the basis of The regulations for safe shipment of
radioactive substances issued by IAEA. There were no derivations
from the norms and no emergency situations have arised.

In the USSR, great attention is paid to the spent fuel ship-
ment problem, essentially to securing safety of shipments in or-
der to rule out any possible emergency situation that might lead
to radioactive contamination of the environment. .This task must
be solved along with search of ways of reducing shipment costs in
connection with intensification of shipments and expansion of
transport communications. For this to be done, in the USSR and
other states-members of the Council of Economic Mutual Assistance
the proper research and development efforts are undertaken along
several directions, which must secure timely export of spent fuel
safety and economy of shipments.

These efforts are related with the sdiedule of design activi-
ties which include, for- each nuclear power plant, the development
of transport-technology complex that, in turn, includes the deve-
lopment of all the transport equipment (cans, inner containers,
transport containers and container-cars) for the leading plants.

Timely ensuring of spent fuel export is directly related to
the choice of the optimum time of storing the fuel in power-plant
storage ponds before i ts loading in transpot containers. This timfe
exerts influence not only upon the power plant cost (upon the sto-
rage volume and cost), but also upon the cost of transport means.

On the basis of experience gained and the economic studiep
performed, in the USSR a decision has been taken to transport
spent fuel to reprocessing plants after three-year cooling in
power-plant storage ponds. This decision oermits to transport
fuels with lower decay-heat release rates, which facilitates some-
what the processes of loading and unloading container-cars and
transportation. Thus, for example, the spent fuel from the BB3P-
440 reactor subjected to three-year cooling may be transported in



a "dry" manner, i . e . , in a gas medium, without using water as a
container f i l ler .

The shipment of the decay-heated fuel at such cooling makes
i t possible to secure a high degree of safety and use the contain-
ers with less biological shielding.

At present, some efforts are also undertaken to search the
feasibility of exporting the spent fuels at shorter coolings, es-
pecially for fast reactors. Table 4 summirizes decay-heat release
rates and specific gamma-activities for assemblies depending on
the cooling time from 0.5 year to 3 years.

Reduction of transportation costs is bound up with 3oint so-
lution of the following problems:

- increase of unit quantity of fuel transported at a time at
the expense of creation of transport means of high capacity;

- rational organization of shipments ensuring the minimum
time of the transport-means turnover cycle;

- development of efficient, structurally reliable transport
means;

- development of reliable calculation methods to determine
strength, thermal conditions and nuclear safety for all types of
transport packagings as applied to transport means of high capa-
city;

- maximum unification of transport means, calculation methods
and documents.

An inclease of the unit fuel quantity for one and the same
means of transport by increasing i ts capacity is limited by maxi-
mum permissible gabarites of the transport. These are given in
table 2 for the railway container-cars. In prospect, development
of multilayer containers is planned, the use of which with maxi-
mum permissible gabarites is expected to give an increase of ca-
pacities of transport paekagings. Now, such developments have be-
gun in some states-members of the Council of Economic Mutual Assis-
tance.

The economy of shipments is largely influenced by the vehicle
turnover cycle tine. Importance of thia factor rises with increase
of shipment intensity and of needs of transport means. Thus, nine
container-cars are required to export the spent fuel discharged



from a serial BB3P -1000 reactor during one year.
The transport turnover depends on sush operations as loading,

steady-state achievement, health-physics and other monitoring re-
quired, as well as, unloading, visual examinations, maintenance,
idle runs of empty transport means. The time of the proper load
transportation amounts to only 10-20$ of the total time of the
transport means use. If one takes into account that the turnover
means cover not only transport containers, but also inner contain-
ers, then the problem of reducing non-transport operations dura-
tion becomes an urgent and essential one. An acceleration of the
transport means turnover and, thus, the use of the minimum number
of these can be achieved by means of

- development and realization of optimum transport schemes;
- increase of traffic velocities;
- increase of load-carrying capacity of transport means;
- decrease of the time for loading-unloading, maintenance

and other operations;
- improvement of organizational measures.
All these items are now resolved for existing scales of

shipments, and some aspects are considered from the point of view
of improvement, additional economic verifications, etc.

Special interest in solving the main transportation problem
is attributed to the question of unification and standardization
of transport means with the aim to avoid expenses for development
of new types of transport containers, inner containers, etc.
A number of standards concerning transportation is adopted in the
USSR being covered by the system of State standardization. These
provide for, in legislative manner, obligatory observance of pro-
per rules of designing transport means. For example, State stan-
dards regulate an order of development and the documents required,
gabarites of railway container-cars, etc.

The search of possible ways of achieving minimum expenses for
transportation is closely connected with the problem of securing
reliability and safety of shipments both under normal transporta-
tion conditions and in possible accident situations. As already
mentioned above, in the USSR no accident situations took place
throughout the whole period of carrying out spent fuel shipments;



nevertheless, the norms and regulations accepted in the USSR re-
quire obligatory accounting of possible rise of accidents when
developing transport means.

The proper safety of shipments is secured by
- strictly observing specifications, norms and regulations of

spent fuel transportation;
- properly performing, when designing transport means,

strength and Thermal calculations, as well as nuclear and radia-
tion safety calculations;

- properly conducting rig tests of containers to verify meet-
ing the requirements of existing norms and regulations securing
the proper safety.

Vfhen performing the analysis of structural strength of a con-
tainer, i ts fall from $ m height onto a rigid base is assumed to \ e
the most severe situation. I t is also assumed that this is follow-
ed, in sequence,by dropping the container on a pin from 1 m height
and, then, getting i t into fire with the temperature of open flamq
800°G lasting for 30 minutes.

The problems of container calculations are solved, although
the calculational procedures s t i l l present some difficulties. The
latter, however, can be overcome while conducting tests of some
container components, scaled-down models and experimental full-
size samples.

As the experience shows, the most severe instances of falling
the container from 9 m height are following:

- falling by a cover corner when the centre of gravity naasea
through i t ;

- falling prone by the long face;
- falling by the pin.
Special attention when performing calculations and tests

must be paid to welds as being the most vulnerable points in acci-
dent instances, since the impact ductility of the welds is lower
than that of the basic material of the container.

The structural strength analysis of multilayer containers in
considerably more complicated than tnat of solid containers. Ana-
lytical methods for the multilayer containers are improve,1 simul-
taneously with working up structural aspects.



As a shock protection all types of containers have various
damping devices, e.g., ribs welded to the outer surface of the
container. The choice of a number and dimensions of ribs is go-
verned not only by structure strengthening considerations, but
also by the intention of improving temperature conditions of the
container.

Great attention is paid to thermal calculations of transport
containers in the USSR. The norms and regulations contain vei-y
severe requirements for temperature conditions of the containers
both under the normal use and in possible accident situations.
Y/hen performing the thermal calculations the situation is primarii
ly considered, that excludes any change of the geometrical form
and physical state of the radioactive content and its melting at
heating.

In this connection, two sources of heat are considered:
spent-fuel decay heat and solar radiation. The temperature 82°C
is assumed in the calculations as the maximum permissible tempe-
rature of the outer surface of the container. As the experience
gained shows, at this temperature about 250 Wt can be removed
from 1 sq. m with no artificial cooling and ribs in the outer aur-.
face of the container. Calculation methods are based on a number
of versifications of heat release rates carried out on models s i -
mulating fuel assemblies. Por the multilayer advanced containers,
the methods of thermal calculations need an additional correction
but this presents no serious difficulties. I t is necessary to con
duct additional tests on models-assembly simulators, since the
present and projected containers differ from each other by number,
size, position and fixture of assemblies in the container.

The calculations of nuclear safety must be carried out by
means of special methods both for the normal conditions and acci-
dent ones.

The results of all the calculations are to be verified at
best rigs. A complex test r ig must include the facilities that
permit implementation of the following principal types of tests
provided for in the existing norms and regulations:

- falling from 9 m height;
- falling on a pin froa 1 n height;



- getting into fire for 30 minutes;
- thermal shock;
- immersion in water;
- exposure to low temperatures, etc.
The tightness of the container and the integrity of the bio-

logical shielding are to be verified after the tests are perform-
ed. The lat ter must be carried out both on scaled-down models and
on experimental samples of the full-size containers. Load-lifting
mechanisms of the rig permit handling the containers of the weight
up to 160 t . Some separate structural components of containers
can also be tested at this rig. The complex of rig facilities
includes a number of laboratoriess i .e . , metallurgical, radioche-
mical and other ones.

The combination of calculations of transport containe'rs with
their verification at the test rig garantees assured reliability
and safety of shipments.

The spent fuel transportation problem is in dissoluble con-
nection with decontamination problems.

In the course of loading-unloading work performance, trans-
port means surfaces can be contaminated with radioactive substan-
ces. Radioactive contaminants can deposit both on the internal
and external surfaces of transport containers, inner containers
and container-cars. For purposes of surface decontamination, a
variety of stationary washing systems and separate decontamination
facilities are provided for at nuclear power stations. Good results
are obtained for the case of decontamination by the steam ejection
and jet methods using acid and alkaline solutions.

A decontamination factor (DF) for a single solution treatment
ranges between 10 and 100, depending on a contaminant type.

Despite the fact that the decontamination problems are suffi-
ciently worked up to-day, the current tasks available consist of
what must be done to minimize any potential contamination of trans-
port means and, thus, reduce the costs of spent fuel shipments as
a whole.

In conclusion i t should be pointed out that the solution of
the main transportation problem (carrying out the spent fuel ship-,
sents at nsiniratra expenses and with mszinunj assured reliability)
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is feasible with joint solution of all the problems discussed in

the present paper only.

Table 1

Some characteristics of the USSR water-water
power reactor fuels

Reactor

BB3P-2IO
BB3P-355
BB3P-440
BB3P-IOOO
PFJK-IOOO

Power ,
KV/e

210
365
440

1000
1000

Fuel
charge,
te U02

44
44
44
72

210

Burn-up
(average)

MV/d/te

13
28
28
41
18,5

Assemblies '•
per reactor, ;

pc

; 349 ;
349
349
151

1693

Assembly
dimensions,
S x L*) mm

144 x 3200
144 x 3200
144 x 3200
238 x 4465
79**x 10065

'S - distance across faces* L - assembly length.
*1

' - assembly diameter.

Table 2

Country

Maximum permissible gabarites of railv/ay
container-cars and maximum permissible
loads on'rails for the railways of the
USSR and other states-members of the
Council of Economic Mutual Assistance (C3B)

'Maximum permissible gabarites, Maximum permissible
. mm .. load on rai ls from one

Height

USSR
Jther C3B-
seabers

5300

4650

¥/idth pair of wheels, te

3750 22

3150 18
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Table 3

characteristics of spent-fuel transport
containers

Container Mass, Dimensions, Shielding , Fuel
Reactor geometry te m thickness,| weight,

mm te

BB3P-440vertical
cylinder 90

(BB9P-IOOOhorizon-
tal cy-
linder 11C

PEMK-IOOO " 73

Rein&erg vertical
plant, cylinder
DDR . 80

KC-150, horizon-
Czecho- tal cy-
slovakia linder 78

Assembly
number,

pc

3002 .3 ; steel,400 ! 3.8 (UOQ)
H=4.4 i

0 2 . 1 ; steel,410 ; 3 (U03)j 9
1=6.1
01.2; steel,350 ; .1.3 (U00) 11
L=11.5 ; 2

03; steel.350 • 3.9 (U02)i 30
H=4.3 !

1.63-1.2; steel,385 2.7(natu- 16
L=5.4 ral ura-

nium) :
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Reactor

Table 4

Decay-heat release rates of spent fuel assemblies
and their specific ^-activity depending on cooling
time

Decay-heat release of Specific /-a'ctivity,
cooled assembly, ;gr.-equiv. R/assembly x 10
kW/assembly i

Cooling time, years
i •
I ,

: 0.5 1 2 ;

gr.-equiv.
I

:Cooling time, years

0,5 1

BB3P-2IO
BB.--365
BB3P-440
BB3P-IOOO
PEMK-IOOO

Reinsberg
plant, DDR

1.2
2.1
2.2

11.1
1.0
1.1

0.
1.
1.
6y

0 .

0 .

?

1

2

6
6

0.3
0.5
0.6
2.8
0 .3
0 .3

0.2
0.3
0.3^

1.7,
0.2
0.2

37
64
67

340
28
34

,0
.0
. 0

.0

.0

. 0

10

18

19
96

8

9

. 0 !

. 0

.0 :

.0

.6

.7

4.4
7.5
7.9

40.0
3.5
4.0

3.5
6.0
6.3

32.0
2.9
3.2
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Table of Figures

el, Railway container-car for transportation of spent
fuel from nuclear power plants equipped with BB9P -440 reactors:
1-carrier; 2-enclosure; 3-container; 4-pairs of wheels.

Tig.II. Railway container-car for transportation of spent
fuel from nuclear power plants equipped with PEMK-1COO reactors:
1-carrier; 2-enclosure; 3-container; 4-mecb.anism of driving the
container from the horizontal position to the vertical one.

Pig.III. Transport container for spent- ±v.el from BB3P-440
reactor: 1-rib: 2-inner liner; 3-pin: 4-vessel.

Pig.IV. Inner container: 1-cylindrical shell; 2-grid.
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